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Abstract
This is an overview of developments in speech technology and basic
speech research. Can speech technology ever live up to the visions of a
highly automated society where we may communicate in a speech mode with
computers as freely as with human beings? Marketing reports have been
overdue optimistic. Fundamental research develops at a slower rate than
electronics and computer science and speech technology is now confronted
with a knowledge barrier. However, a healty sign is the growing integration of research objectives and methods in linguistics-phonetics and
communication engineering institutions. Some major problems in analysis
ofthe speech code are outlined. We need an output-oriented linguistically based approach to obtain a constructive perspective. Invariance
and variability have to be structured by far-reaching rules which at
present rely on ad hoc, or merely, qualitative insights in speech production and perception.
It is my privilege to address to you on a subject fundamental to
our congress - phonetics and speech technology. The close ties and

mutual dependences inherent in the history of speech research and in the
last decades of intense developments are apparent: Phonetics has attained a technical profile and speech technology has to rely on phonetics to achieve its advanced goals. This is, of course, an interdisciplinary venture also involving the entire field of speech research
independent of faculty. Instead of speaking about phonetics and speech
technology, we could make a distinction between theory and applications
and pint to the development of handicap aids and new methods of clinical diagnosis and rehabilitation, teaching aids, etc., which add to the
specialities represented at this congress. I shall make some general
comments about this symbiosis and how it affects speech technology and
phonetics. I shall also give my view on the general outlooks for the
field, and on some of our problems and current research issues.
In the last decade we have experienced a revolution in computer
technology and microelectronics that has paved the way for speech technology. There has been a breakthrough in the data handling capacity
allowing very complex processing to be performed in small chips that can
be produced at a low price in large quantities. There has also been
reasonable advances in speech synthesis and speech recognitiontechniques which have opened new markets. This has created a boom of indus-
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trial expectations, a feeling of surfing on a high wave of technological
developments towards the fully automated society where we may converse
with computers as freely as with human beings. m e expressim far this
optimistic trend is the Japanese national effort in computing and artificial intelligence which they refer to as the development of the "Fifth
generation of computers" which shall include language translation and
speech input and output.
Electronic industry has promoted several large-scale marketing
reports with prospects for billion dollar sales at the end of the century*

Will all these expectations come true? I am not the one to judge
but there is certainly room for some scepticism or at least caution.
The rate of increase of the world market has not progressed at the
expected rate. So - the surf on the tidal wave of expectations may erd
in a brake when we are confronted with the reefs of the knowledge
I am referring to our still meager insight in speech
barrier, Fig. 1.
as a language code. We need a fifth generation of speech scientists
rather than a fifth generation of computers.
A stagnation of advanced speech technology products and *e marketing of cheap, lower performance products may discredit the field. You
frequently hear comments such as: "Speech synthesis by rule has now
existed for several years but the quality is still questionable and the
rate of improvement is low. Will it ever reach an acceptability for
public use?" To make speech recognition really useful we must first
learn to handle connected speech with relatively large vocabularies in a
speaker-independent mode. Indeed, we are far off from such advanced
levels of recognition techniques whilst there appear to exist potentialities for reaching a substantial improvement in the quality of synthetic speech within the next few years. ?he latter optimistic opinion
is shared by the pioneer in speech synthesis, John Holmes, in his report

n the handto this Congress and he also expects significant advances i
ling of connected speech to appear fairly soon.
To the optimistic view we could also add that text-to-speech synthesis already in the present state of the art has opened up new effective means of communication for handicapped, e.g., text- reading aids
for the blind and speech protheses for speech handicapped. Also the
performance is quite adequate for many special-purpose applications
including computer-aided teaching. The Swedish text-to-speech system
developed by Carlson and Granstrom is implemented with a single chip for

Fig. 1.

Speech technology and the knowledge barriers.

phoneticdepartmentshavea staff of engineering assistants and a research budget which was unheard of in former days' humanity faculties
but this development has, of course, not come about without an intense
engagement of the people involved. Mnetics of today has gained a new
respect from its vital role in the ever increasing importance of research into human functions. The technical profilation is also apparent
in any speech research laboratory whether it is an outgrowth of linguistics, psych~logy,or a medical department.
This interdisciplinary venture has opened up new channels between
formerly isolated faculties. We find young people from a humanistic
faculty engaged in mathematical problems of signal processing. Conversely, students in electrical engineering and computer science departments make significant contributions to phonetics and linguistics research. Phonetics, within its new profile, takes part in clinical
projects and receives furding for basic work in speech recognition and
synthesis. This is, indeed, a symbiosis or rather a fusion of research
profiles. It is a healthy development much needed in quest of au: far
reaching goals but does it not have any negative effects?
Some problems have been apparent all since computer technology
penetrated our field. Many phoneticians of an older generation miss the
direct contact with their instrumentation which they could handle without engineering support and which gave them an immediate and intimate
insight in speech patterns. The old kymograph was indeed valuable in
this respect. Even the sound spectrograph, which once revolutionized
acoustic phonetics, is in the risk zone of being outdated by multifunction computer analysis programs. I-bwever, up till now they have not
demonstrated the same temporal resolution as the rotating drum print-out
from the ordinary spectrograph, which I still would not be without in
spite of access to computer spectrograms with additional synchronized
parameters.
At the same time as our appetite grows for more advanced computer
systems with analysis and synthesis coordinated in interactive programs,
we run into the usual problems of reliability and difficulties in accurately documenting and memorizing complex routines and, as you know,
computers have a tendency to break down or to be occupied when you need
them most.
Also, if we do not know how to rewrite and expand existing pro-
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grams, we may become limited to software constraints which are not
initially apparent. Che example is the widely spread ILS system which,
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segmentation. We now approach the general problem of speech research in
quest of the speech code and the relation between message units and
their phonetic realization with all the variability irrduced by contextual factors including language, dialect, speaker specific situational
and stylistic mriations.
It would be a wishful dream to extract all this knowledge merely by
computerized statistics, i.e., to collect a very large material of
speech, give the computer some help for segmenting transcription, and
look up and then just wait for the results to drop out.
Many institutions are now developing such data banks for their
research. This is a necessary involvement to make but satisfies a
partial need only. We cannot store all possible patterns with table
look-ups. To organize the data bank efficiently, we must rely on a
continuing development of a model of speech production and generative
rules on all levels up to the linguistic frame and down to an advanced
vocal tract model which should inclde all what we k m w of aerodynamics

and source filter interaction. Flanagan i
n his paper to this Oongress
describes this process as letting the vocal tract model mimick the
speech to be analyzed. This is a dynamic realization of analysis by
synthesis, which we will be able to handle once we have gained a sufficient understanding of the speech production process.
It has already been proposed by some people to integrate a text-tospeech synthesis system as a part of the top-down arsenal of speech
recognition. As pointed out by John Holmes, this general approach of
perturbing synthesis parameters for a best match to a natural utterance
is also an effective way of improving synthesis by rule. Here lies
perhaps the main advantage of interfacing analysis and synthesis. The
basic outcome is that we learn more about speech. Once we have a
sufficient insight, we may produce short-cut rules for articulatory
interpretations of speech patterns to guide further data collection or
for recognition of articulatory events to guide the recognition.
This might be a more realistic approach than to attempt a complete
match which would require a very advanced adaptability to speakerspecific aspects. Again we are confronted with the constraints of pattern matching procedures.
Perception
Now you may ask, why all this emphasis on production? What about
models of speech perception and feature theory as a guide for recognition?

First of all, it is apparent that the main draw back of present
speech recognition schemes is the handling of bottom-up acoustic data.
Either we loose a lot of information-bearing elements contained in
rapidly varying temporal events or we perform a maximally detailed
sampling in which case substantial information may be lost or deluted by
distance calculations, performed without insight in the speech code.
Frequency and time-domain adjustments by dynamic programing or by some
overall normalization procedure are helpful but do not account for the
uneven distribution of information.
Would it not be smarter to base the recognition on models of auditory processing including feature detection? Feature detection is, of
course, closely related to the search for articulatory events but with
the aid of perception models, we could hope to attain a simpler a d more
direct specification of relevant attributes.
Formant frequency tracking is often difficult even for nonnasalized
sounds and ambiguities have to he solved with reference to specific
spectrum shapes. Models of the peripheral auditory system including
Bark scaling, masking, lateral inhibition, and short-time adaptation
can provide some improvements in portraying essential characteristics
but do not immediately suggest a parametrization. The ultimate constraints are to be found at higher levels of auditory perception but
here our insight is more limited and speculative, for instance, in
questions of what is a general auditory function and what is a speech
mode specific mechanism.
There is now emerging a new duplex view of peripheral auditory
analysis: on the one hand, the basic concept of short-time spectrum
transformed to a spatial discharge rate on the other hand, the tendency of the outputs from a number of adjacent nerve-endings to be synchro-
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nized to a dominant stimulus frequency. The equivalent frequency range
over which such synchronization takes place becomes a measure of the
relative dominance of a spectral component, and the information about
the frequency of the component is, at least for lower frequencies,
contained in the neural periodicity pattern. The so-called DOMIN modeling, of Carlson and Granstrijm (1982) has its support in the neurophysiological studies of Sachs et a1 (1982) and those of Delgutte (1982). A
consequence of the DOMIN modelling of Carlson and Granstrom is that the
algorithm, based on a Bark scaled filter bank, detects low-frequency
harmonics at high Fo otherwise formants or formant graps.

In the ear-

lier experiments of Carlson and GransWm, based on the Bekesy-Flanagan
auditory filters which are wider than those of the Bark scale, the
system produced something that came close to an F1 and F2' detection.
We have already noted that models of the peripheral auditory system
do not provide you a complete auditory transform. For a more true
representation of the neural transform, we would have to inspect the
cortical domain. The psychoacoustic experiments of Ludmilla Chistovich
and her colleagues in Leningrad suggest some kind of spatial integration
to take place above the level of peripheral hearing. They found that
two formants interact to provide a joint contribution to the percept
when placed closer than a critical distance of about 3.5 Bark and may
then be substituted by a single formant of some weighted mean to provide
the same categorical effect. On the other hand, when formants come
further apart than the critical distance their relative amplitudes can
be varied over a wide range without affecting the identification.
These effects are relevant to the discussion of vowel systems and
conform with the early studies of Delattre et a1 at Haskins Laboratories
who found that back vowels can be simulated by a single formant. I
illustrate the categorical boundary between back vowels and more centrally located vowels by reference to Figc 2 which shows Swedish vowel
formants arranged in an F2'-F1 versus F~'+F~plot with frequencies
transformed to equivalent Bark values. The tendency of fairly equal
spacing and regular structure has exceptions which can be related to
historical sound changes and a combination of contrast enhancement and
reductions. Thus, the Swedish long [u:] produced with very high degree
of liprounding has advanced articulatory to a front vowel with a tongue
whilst its short counterpart[e]
location similar to that of [i:],
resembles a back vowel but for a tongue location sufficiently advanced
to transcend the 3.5 Bark F2-F1 boundary. Perceptually the long [a]
and the short [el occupy an extreme low F~+F~'
"flatness" feature which
they share with their historical origin [u: 7 and [U ] in relation to all
other vowels, see further Fant (1973; 1983).
Auditory modelling has now penetrated into the domain of speech
dynamics. There are indications that short-time adaptation effects
increase the discriminability of rapid onset patterns and that the
frequency resolution is enhanced for time-varying formant patterns.
There remains much to be learned about these effects and the role of
special feature detectors.
Our lack of understanding of the speech perception mechanisms may
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Wng and short W i s h -1s
in auditory adjusted F1 and F ~ scales. Arrows indicate diphthongal extensions. Short vowels
of F-patterns close to their long mates are omitted.

be illustrated the two spectrograms of one and the same sentence recorded in an auditorium (see Fig. 3). The upper case spectrogram refers to
a microphone close to the speaker and in the lower case it originates
from a microphone in the middle of the auditorium. The reverbation
distortion does not impde intelligibility much but the spectrographic
pattern is blurred to the extent that most of the usual visual cues are
lost. How does the auditory system combat noise ard reverbation?

In quest of the speech code. variability and invariance
Although there are short cuts for special purpose speech recognition and synthesis by rule, it is evident that advanced goals can be
reached by intensified fundamental research only. Ihe common knowledge
needed, the structure of the speech code, is also the central object of
phonetics. Models of production and perception constitute a biological
frame within which we can study the speech code. Now even if we
possessed perfect general models of production and perception and maximally effective linguistic framework, we would still have to derive an
immense amount of rules and reference data relating message units ard
speaker categories to observed phonetic sound shapes. Presently available reference data and rules are incomplete and scattered into fractional acoustical pbnetic studies. Tbe more complete rule systems are
hidden in the software of text-to-speech synthesis systems and are
contaminated by elements of ad hoc guess work and by the specific format
of the parameter system.
So far, speech technology has relied heavily on linguistic redundancies to ensure an acceptable performance of synthesis as well as
recognition, but it is due time to exterd fundamental knowledge by large
documentary projects around our data banks. When will be have a new
version of the book Visible Speech with not only lillustrations but with
reference data and major contextual rules, in other words, the missing
links towards the output of generative grammar? When will be have a
complete inventory of rules for generating different voice types and
stylistic variations?
For applied work it is of no great concern which distinctive feature system we adopt for addressing phonemes as long as we can properly
handle their acoustic-phonetic correlates. Prosodic categories should
notbedefinedby single physical parameters. They should be treated
the same way as phonological segmentals, that is, as constituents of the
message level with rules for their many facit phonetic realizations.
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Spectrograms of one and the same utterance from a close talking
microphone and in the middle of a reverberant auditorium.

The study of coarticulation and reduction is of central importance.
There is a need to exten3 the concept of reduction to variations induced
by various degrees of stress emphasis and stylistic factors. Atypical
example is the variation of vowel formant frequencies with the mode of
production. We find a more extreme articulation in citation forms than
in connected speech and even more extreme in targets in sustained vowels. Emphasis and de-emphasis affect not only target values but in
general all speech parameters and their temporal patterning.
The speech code is a theme about variabilities and invariance.
Invariance and manifestation rules are closely connected.
Ebw do we
define invariance? I feel that we should make a distinction between
academical and more pragmatic needs. Wman ~akobson's concept of distinctive feature implies in its most general form a relational invariance. Independent of the sequential context and specific combination of
other features in a pkhoneme, there remains "ceteris paribus", a vectorial difference along the feature dimension comparing the + alternative
and the - alternative.
Obviously, we do a better job in recognition if we make use of all
conditional factors affecting the sound shapes of the two candidates.
However, a research line adopted by Kenneth Stevens is directed towards,
what he calls "absolute" invariance, which conceptually comes close to
the common denominator aspect of the distinctive feature theory. Stevens started out by studying spectrum slope properties of the stop burst
and extended his descriptions to temporal contrasts, eq., the intensity
of the burst and that of a following vowel in a certain frequency region. I have suggested an extension of the concept of absolute invariance to employ any description which does not imply a prior phonological
identification of the context. In this sense, positional allophones of
/k/ and /g/ may be identified by both the degree of spectral Concentration and by the location of energy with respect to the formant pattern
after the release.
Returning to academical issues we find that the use of one and the
same feature, such as compactness in both consonant and wwel systems,
complicates and dilutes the common denominator whilst there still remains an interesting parallelism in the Jakobson-FankHalle system
brought out by the identification of the rk][p][t]
relations with those
within [a~[u][il,
see Fig. 4. The Chomsky-Halle system operating with
independent mnsonant place features has its shortcomings in the roundabout labeling of labials as [+anterior][-coronal].

I prefer the output
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oriented acoustic-perceptual basis. Major spectral attributes are preserved in neurophysiological studies as those of Sachs et al, (1982, p.
121) see their figure of [i] versus [a] emphasizing the compactness
feature.
I am now approaching the more philosophical aspects of phonetics.
We are all more or less engaged in studies of the speech code but this
is a painstaking slow process. Meanwhile, we can make general remarks
about the code, eq., that it has developed with a major concern for the
final stage of the speech chain. &man ~akobson's theme "we speak to be
heard in order to be understood" has had a great impact. This principle
is referred to by Bjorn Lindblom as teleological. With a slight deletion in this exclusive term, we end up with the word teology which has
some bearing on issues such as motor theory of speech perception,
"speech is specially handled in perception", the speech code is innate,
speech production is a chain process or is preplanned etc.
I am personally in favor of both and a principle. No single statement is sufficient. Speech is bath precise and sloppy. Speech percep
tion involves many parallel processings and may rely on both phonemes,
syllables, and words as minimal recognition units. The statement that
the truth about segmentation is that you cannot need modification. You
both can and cannot. The common denominator of distinctive feature is
sometimes easier to describe with reference to articulation than to
perception and the reverse is often true. Motor theory of speech perception as well as auditory theory of speech production both have something
to contribute rn our perspective.
The most absolute statement I can make is that speech research is a
remarkable, exciting venture. Most people take speech for granted. A
small child can do what 700 wise men and women at this congress do nat
quite understand. I wish you all an exciting continuation of the congress.
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